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About This Content

Kholat Aftermath is a comic book continuation of a video game based on the motives of real events known as Dyatlov Pass
Incident and created by IMGN.PRO in 2015.

Kholat: Aftermath presents four seemingly unrelated stories:
- a secret interrogation referring to a hidden note from the game

- a letter from Vitaliy Grazeniuk (main character of the game) to his fiancée
- an appeal for help from a person being a prisoner of a something called "section 22"

- and the beginning of an investigation conducted by two Moscow militiamen

How the fates of the heroes will go?
Could all the events be a product of the sick imagination of Grazeniuk? Is he murderer or a victim?

Or maybe someone is trying to hide the facts that experiments in section 22 got out of control?

And who is the mysterious Anton?
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hmm cant say I didnt like it... another game I got cause it would play on my ex gf mac(see other reviews)... enjoyed it in a
simple way very short though which was good at the time.. A nice add-on to unlock new units. Changes the battlefield.. A wave
shooter with Unique weapons. For its price, its perfect. And its still being developed.
I look forward to their future updates, and hope for more weapon choice.

Edit: Not being Developed, no idea why, and developers are making other games under different names.

Would still reccomend it though if it ever comes back to the store.. 1Heart brings the heebie-jeebies in its fantastic art style and
use of color and sound. From the moment the game loads the first odd cut scene, you know you are in for something weird,
twisted, and probably not going to make alot of sense. That doesn't stop this title from packing everything you love about the
genre into the game though. You have items that can be combined, puzzles, finding hidden objects, and feeling plenty lost 90%
of the time. Veterans of the genre may enjoy the challenge that 1Heart offers, being a game that is very stingy with its hint
system for better or worse. Those like me, who have some experience but only play on occasion may want to keep a handy guide
on stand by as it is very easy to feel lost and confused as to what to do next. Despite this though, the puzzles are enjoyable, the
game sticks to its theme unabashedly, and the voice acting guides the story, even if I found it slightly cheesy at times. In all
1Heart is a strange and twisted tale, it requires patience, luck, and most of all, lots of clicking. The game is well designed and
looks fantastic. Just be aware of the nature of the beast. This isn't a game to hold your hand, simply put.

I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
https://youtu.be/Cqv2U9rDvCM
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. died on 2nd level
"pls help!"
10/10. A pleasant and causal point and click game and does not take too long to finish. Overall a nice game to kick back and
relax with.
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Having played as far and as much as I have, I've quietly become more and more dissatisfied with the weapon selection of this
game.

I find the weapons in this game to be underwhelming in one aspect or another. They are either boring in execution or painfully
lacking in effectiveness. I've played a great variety of shmups of different sorts and I really expect the weapons to be more
impressive in general. For the weapons in this game to do the job I need them to do requires excessive grinding which I don't
appreciate in a single player game.

Without weapons being retuned I can't see myself playing anymore, let alone completing the game.

Edit: Just a quick note for anyone wondering. My personal preference for a really good shmup would be something like R-Type
Final if you've had the chance to play it. Really good replayability, and plenty of options for unique ship choices. That's the
yardstick by which I measure my side scrollin' shooters.. It saves so much trouble getting this rather than going through trouble
finding the best episode on the internet. It's well worth the price when you're a fan of WAKFU and come on, the series deserve
their pay. All the nostalgia from the game i love, right in my steam library - I cannot wait for book 2.. laggs! i have oculus rift
cv2.. 7700hq and 1070 gtx how is this lagging? help please. The last fight against Joon and Shion is one of my favorite boss
battles so far.
Overdrive is really hard and really fun.. One of my favorite games ever. Discovered it on the old nes first and probably the first
game that left me totally mesmerized by how different it was. If this game mean anything to you i recomend the excellent
Thimbleweed Park by the two guys who made Maniac Mansion. Full of references to it.

 I disgress. If you never played maniac mansion before, it is an old point and click adventure game by lucasgames back in the
days. You select 3 kids out of a possible 7. Who you pick changes the game somewhat since they each have their own little
abilities wich allows you to solve different puzzles.

 This release include the old and also the improved version. Neither of wich feature voices. It's an old game. Barely any music .
The nes version was better in that regard.. Guys, Uplay is fine just open Uplay first. Stop whining and enjoy a wonderful game.
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